• change the mayor who is pushing in-town/out-town movement; remember Charles was built as a one-way road out of the city!!

• hold black leadership accountable

• use a scientific approach

• address transportation-MARC in West Baltimore as a gentrification tactic

• challenge de-centralizing of community, voting effects on who stays in power

• challenge current liquor campaigns-policy that addresses amount sold

• new effective leadership-electoral politics, leaders in the news need to be held accountable

• community has to be organized-voting/marching not as effective today

• forge partnerships; communication between have/have-nots; go into neighborhoods that are different from yours; bike party

• mix resourced with under-resourced folks

• check the voting records of current political leadership, vote the ones out who are not supporting electorate

• new ideas needd

• look at candidates for governor and other offices, bring new people in
Audience suggestions/discussion at Enoch Pratt Library book presentation-2/25/2014

- become the leader yourself today, don’t wait! cultivate new leadership now, take responsibility for government

- young people can organize all the single mothers in the area near the Henderson-Hopkins School: Hopkins must explain how lottery was decided

- **START NOW!!!**